APPENDIX XX

VOYAGE MANIFEST REFERENCE CODES

Number of Characters: One
Type of Characters: Alpha

Data Location

Ocean Manifest Automated Record: Record position (rp) 27
Responsible Agency: Military Surface Deployment and Distribution Command Operations

The voyage manifest reference code is included on all ocean manifest automated records whether mailed or electronically forwarded to the destination. The reference code is assigned to each ocean manifest header card and perpetuated on all shipment unit automated records for that manifest. The most current versions of voyage manifest reference codes are available on the United States Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM) Reference Data Management System website at https://trdmws.maf.ustranscom.mil/—click on “DTR Data” and “Voyage Manifest Reference”, and select “Display Data” from the Action Legends box. They are accessible by all users, to include Department of Defense contractors and vendors, through the Defense Transportation Electronic Business website at https://www.ustranscom.mil/cmd/associated/dteb/ by clicking on “Reference Data”.